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ABSTRACT
Digital microfluidic biochips (DMFBs) have emerged as a promising

platform for DNA sequencing, clinical chemistry, and point-of-care

diagnostics. Recent research has shown that DMFBs are susceptible

to various types of malicious attacks. Defenses proposed thus far

only offer probabilistic guarantees of security due to the limitation

of on-chip sensor resources. A micro-electrode-dot-array (MEDA)

biochip is a next-generation DMFB that enables the sensing of on-

chip droplet locations, which are captured in the form of a droplet-

location map. We propose a security mechanism that validates

assay execution by reconstructing the sequencing graph (i.e., the

assay specification) from the droplet-location maps and comparing

it against the golden sequencing graph. We prove that there is a

unique (one-to-one) mapping from the set of droplet-location maps

(over the duration of the assay) to the set of possible sequencing

graphs. Any deviation in the droplet-location maps due to an attack

is detected by this countermeasure because the resulting derived

sequencing graph is not isomorphic to the original sequencing

graph. We highlight the strength of the security mechanism by

simulating attacks on real-life bioassays.

1 INTRODUCTION
Adigital microfluidic biochip (DMFB) is composed of a two-dimensional

electrode array that manipulates discrete fluid droplets. When

driven by a sequence of control voltages, the electrode array can

perform fluidic operations such as dispensing, mixing, and splitting

[8]. Because of the precise control over microfluidic operations,

DMFBs are employed in lab-on-a-chip systems for biomolecular

recognition, point-of-care diagnostics, and cell biology [9]. DMFBs

have recently been commercialized; e.g., Illumina, a leading DNA

sequencing company, has announced the use of DMFBs in their

NeoPrep NGS Library Prep product [1]; USDA has approved the

Baebies SEEKER DMFB platform as a high-throughput laboratory

solution for screening diseases in a newborn child [2].

As the platforms are being adopted for safety-critical applica-

tions [11], security and trustworthiness of DMFBs have become

the important focus of research. It has been shown that DMFBs

are susceptible to attacks such as actuation tampering and mis-

calibration and that the attacks lead to disastrous assay outcomes

[6, 7, 20]. A randomized checkpointing-based security method for

DMFBs was presented in [20]. This method randomly checks areas
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on the DMFB platform using a CCD camera in the cyberphysical

system to monitor assay execution. However, checkpoint-based

validation is limited by real-time computing resources and memory

needed for analyzing real-time data from a high-resolution camera.

Therefore, the checkpointing-based validation can only provide

probable security and not likely to inspire confidence in users of

these DMFB systems.

The micro-electrode-dot-array (MEDA) architecture for DMFBs

was introduced recently, and MEDA prototypes were fabricated us-

ing TSMC 0.35 µm CMOS technology [12, 15, 21]. A MEDA biochip

is composed of an array of identical microfluidic unit components

named micro-electrode cells (MCs). Each MC consists of a micro-

electrode, a semiconductor control circuit, and a sensing module

that enables real-time sensing of on-chip droplets. The sensor data

specifies the location, the size, and the shape of the on-chip droplets.

The real-time sensor data can be used to validate the execution of

a bioassay [16]. From a security perspective, MEDA is promising

as it overcomes the resource constraints of a traditional DMFB.

In this paper, we propose the first provable security solution

for MEDA biochips by exploiting integrated droplet sensing. The

proposed method can detect any operational attack and it does not

require CCD cameras for detection. The key contributions of this

paper are as follows:

• A securitymethod that utilizes the information sensed from a

MEDA biochip. This method automatically recognizes fluidic

operations, and constructs the dependencies between these

operations to compare against the “golden” bioassay.

• A formal proof that the proposed security solution can re-

construct the sequencing graph, i.e., the assay specification.

• Demonstration of result-altering attacks on the in-vitro glu-

cose test assay [6] and denial-of-service attacks on the mul-

tiplexed in-vitro diagnostics on human physiological fluids

[19]. Our results show that the proposed defense can thwart

these attacks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section

2 explains the MEDA architecture. Section 3 models threats and

attacks on MEDA biochips. Section 4 presents details of the pro-

posed security method and theoretical results. Section 5 showcases

the working of the proposed defense against simulated attacks on

real-life bioassays. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 MEDA BIOCHIPS
In this section, we describe the MEDA biochip architecture and its

working principle.
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B. MEDA Biochip Architecture

A MEDA biochip platform consists of the following compo-
nents: 1) a two-dimensional array of identical microelectrode
cells and 2) a biochip controller which consists of a chip layout
map, droplet location map, and the fluidic operation manager,
as shown in Fig. 3(a). Each MC includes a high voltage driven
microelectrode, an actuation circuit, and a sensing circuit for
real-time sensing of the droplet under the microelectrode, as
shown in Fig. 3(c). Depending on the application, MCs are
grouped together to form a virtual chip layout that contains
reservoirs, mixers, and fluidic paths. The chip layout map
stores this configuration data. The droplet location map stores
the real-time locations of the droplets provided by the sensors
in the MCs. The fluidic operation manager converts a fluidic
instruction to an MC actuation pattern and which is then
shifted into the MCs. The MCs loaded with logic ‘1’ are
actuated by connecting high-voltage. After the actuation, the
sensor is enabled, and the data is shifted out, creating the
droplet location map, as shown in Fig. 1(a). These three steps
(load, execute, sense) form an actuation cycle.

C. Checkpoint-based Validation

The assay execution is validated using the sensor data at the
end of each actuation cycle. The real-time droplet location map
can be compared with the golden droplet map to validate assay
execution. The time duration between successive checkpoints
is constrained by the actuation cycle time. To ensure that the
biochip controller and the validation are not simultaneously
compromised, the golden droplet map resides in a security co-
processor that is physically separated from the MEDA biochip
controller, as shown in Fig. 3(a) [11].

III. SHADOW ATTACKS

In this section, we formalize the shadow operations and
derive the conditions for different shadow operations in a
MEDA biochip.

The state of the MEDA biochip at time t consists of all
droplet locations (the droplet map) and a unique identifier
associated with each droplet on the MEDA biochip at that
time instant. Formally, the state at time t, St = hLt

S , It
S , �t

Si,
where Lt

S , It
S , and �t

S is the droplet map, and the set of
all droplet identifiers at time t, and a function that maps the
droplet identifier to the location. At time t, the shadow state
St = hLt

S , It
S , �t

Si of the golden state Gt = hLt
G, It

G, �t
Gi, if

Lt
S = Lt

G, |It
S | = |It

G|, and �t
S 6= �t

G. Hence, the shadow
state has a similar droplet map to the golden state. An assay
can be seen as a sequence of state transitions wherein a
state St transitions to state St+1 on a fluidic operation F t.
i.e., St F t

��! St+1. If the state St transitions to state S̃t+1

with the same droplet map as St+1 on a different set of
fluidic operations F̃ t, then F̃ t is a shadow operation. Formally,

St F̃ t��! S̃t+1, where Lt+1
S = Lt+1

S̃
.

Example 2. Fig. 2(c) shows the golden state of the MEDA
biochip at the end of an actuation cycle. The golden
state at time t + 1 is Gt+1 = hLt+1

G , It+1
G , �t+1

G i, where
Lt+1

G = {((10, 5), (8, 8)), ((6, 2), (5, 3)), ((2, 6), (1, 7))},
It+1
G = {A, B, C}, and �t+1

G (A) = ((6, 2), (5, 3)), �t+1
G (B) =

((2, 6), (1, 7)), �t+1
G (C) = ((10, 5), (8, 8)). Each droplet lo-

cation is denoted using the co-ordinates of the bottom left
and the top right micro-electrode cells. Fig. 2(f) shows a
shadow state St+1 = hLt+1

S , It+1
S , �t+1

S i, where Lt+1
S = Lt+1

G ,
It+1
S = It+1

G , and �t+1
S (C) = �t+1

G (C), �t+1
S (B) = �t+1

G (A),
�t+1
S (A) = �t+1

G (B), after malicious droplet manipulation.
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Figure 1: (a) An example of the given sequencing graph. The nodes Ii ,Mi , and Di represent dispensing, merging, and detecting
operations. (b) The MEDA biochip architecture consists of a synthesis processor, a control unit, and a two-dimensional MC
array. The proposed security mechanism is loaded on a security co-processor that is physically separate from the synthesis
processor. (c) The circuit schematic of the sensor and control module of the micro-electrode cell.Qn denotes the nth cell in the
daisy-chain structure.

2.1 MEDA Biochip Architecture
A MEDA biochip platform is composed of a processor, a control

unit, and a two-dimensional MC array, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The

MC integrates a micro-electrode, an activation circuit, and a sensing

circuit, which is shown in Fig. 1(c). These circuits allow fine-grained

droplet control and real time sensing [13]. The MCs are connected

to form a daisy chain, and they can operate in two modes: sensing

and actuation. The control bit for actuation is fed serially through

the scan chain. In actuation mode, the electrode with logic ‘1’ is

actuated using high voltage. In sensing mode, the presence of a

droplet is determined as follows. The capacitor formed by the lower

and upper electrode plates is pre-charged. Then the discharge path

is switched on. The discharge time depends on the electrode ca-

pacitance; the presence of a droplet increases the permittivity and

hence the capacitance of the electrode. The flip-flop within the MC

samples the capacitor node voltage. The clock is tuned such that

the flip-flop captures ‘1’ when a droplet is present and ‘0’ otherwise.

The detection results are shifted out as a vector specifying droplet

location, and this vector is referred to as the droplet-location map.

2.2 MEDA Biochip Working Principle
To carry out bio-chemical assays on MEDA biochips, the given

bioassay is interpreted as a sequencing graph that specifies the

relationships of fluidic operations. An example of a sequencing

graph is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). A synthesis tool that is loaded on the

processor binds the operations to on-chip resources, generates an

optimized schedule of these operations, and routes droplets on the

biochip [17]. Based on the synthesis result, the actuation patterns

for the micro-electrodes are translated by the control unit, and the

actuation patterns are shifted to the MC array through the daisy-

chain structure sequentially. After an actuation pattern is activated

on the MC array, a location-map is scanned out to the control unit

as a feedback of the scanned in actuation pattern [15]. An operation

cycle includes the scan-in of an actuation sequence, the activation

of the micro-electrodes, and the scan-out of a location-map. As a

result, the scanned out droplet-location maps are cycle-by-cycle

consecutive.

A provably security mechanism is proposed based on the con-

secutive droplet-location maps and the same sequencing graph for

the synthesis processor. Details of this security mechanism will be

explained in Section 4. To ensure that the control unit and the secu-

rity mechanism are not simultaneously compromised, the security

mechanism is installed in a separate monitoring co-processor, as

shown in Fig. 1(b).

3 ATTACKS ON MEDA BIOCHIPS
In this section, we present the motivation for attacks and discuss

the threat model in the context of MEDA biochips.

3.1 Threat Model
Motivations for attacking a MEDA biochip vary based on the target

application. In point-of-care diagnostics, an attack may endanger

patient health by ensuring an incorrect prescription based on com-

promised test results. To compete with rivals, companies may be

interested in corporate sabotage by disrupting scientific experi-

ments. Other motivations include terrorism, bypassing of pollution

control, and revenge [6].

We assume that the attacker is able to change fluidic operations

during synthesis. The attacker can be the CAD tool vendor; the

synthesis tools can be tampered with to alter routing paths and

module placements. Operations can also be inserted or deleted.

Since remote control of experiments is now possible [4] [5], e.g., in

environmental monitoring, an attacker can tamper with the assay

by inserting malware in the synthesis processor or the control unit

through the internet. These attackers do not have to understand

the detailed structure of each biochip to compromise the outcome

of the assays. Although we consider attacks at the synthesis level,

we assume that the operators of MEDA biochips are trustworthy,

i.e., the samples and reagents are loaded as expected. The MC

array is also assumed to be functioning as intended, i.e., micro-

electrode actuation and capacitance detection are not compromised.

Additionally, we assume the integrity of the proposed security

solution because it is loaded on a co-processor, which is physically

separate from the control unit. Finally, the "golden" sequencing

graph for the attack-detection method is assumed to be trustworthy.

Example: Fig. 2 shows an example of tampering with the synthesis

result of the multiplexed in-vitro diagnosis. The lactate and glucose

levels in human physiological fluids are mixed and tested. These

tests are important for diagnosing diseases such as diabetes, my-

ocardial infraction, congestive heart failure, and septicemia [14].

2
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Figure 2: Malicious routing of droplets during the execution
of a bioassay. (a) Originally, two pairs of droplets are mixed
in separate mixers. (b) Two droplets are contaminated due
to malicious routing.

The intended execution of multiplexed in-vitro diagnosis is shown

in Fig. 2(a). When an adversary stealthily changes the routes dur-

ing synthesis, as shown in Fig. 2(b), sample/reagent contamination

may occur. If the compromised result is detected by an online error-

recovery method [16] [22], the re-execution of the assay will be

triggered. The re-executionmay however fail due to the same attack,

and another re-execution will then be launched. As a result, the

repeated execution of the assay will lead to the wastage of precious

samples and expensive reagents. On the other hand, if the compro-

mised result is not detected by an online error-recovery method,

the erroneous results will be deemed to be correct. The treatment

prescribed on the basis of the misdiagnosis may jeopardize the

health of the patient.

3.2 Attack Modeling
To alter the outcome of the assay, an attacker can modify some of

the operations in the assay. The adversary can introduce spurious

assay operations or delete critical operations during synthesis. For

instance, if an aliquot (smaller) droplet is maliciously extracted from

one droplet and merged with another droplet during execution, the

victim droplet is contaminated [22]. The attacker can also alter an

operation in a subtle manner. For example, an original 1:1 split

operation may be replaced with a 3:1 split [18].

Example: Fig. 3 shows the original andmodified sequencing graphs

of the multiplexed in-vitro diagnosis. This attack is based on the

misrouting example in Fig. 2, where a sample/reagent contamina-

tion is introduced during execution. Although the adversary only

changes the transportation paths of two droplets, an unwanted

merge operation and an unwanted split operation are stealthily

added to the original execution. Therefore, the erroneous results

may mislead prescription and further jeopardize the health of the

patient.

A classification of attacks is presented in Table 1. We classify

attacks according to the synthesis phase during which they are
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Figure 3: Contamination of the assay is modeled by the in-
serting of extra merge and split steps in the sequencing
graph: (a) The golden sequencing graph; (b) Themodified se-
quencing graph; S1, S2, R1, and R2 represent plasma, serum,
glucose oxidase, and lactate oxidase, respectively; the nodes
Ii , Mi , Di , and Si represent dispensing, merging, detecting,
and splitting operations.

introduced, and map the related impacts to the input sequencing

graph. The assay can be tamperedwith before synthesis commences.

The addition (deletion) of operations in the given assay leads to

extra (fewer) nodes in the sequencing graph. During synthesis, the

constraints on completion or incubation times might be manipu-

lated so that operations do not finish correctly. Two droplets might

be routed too close to each other, causing unwanted merging of

these droplets. Attackers can also change the synthesis output so

that the assay fails, e.g., the example in Fig. 2 might result from a

change in the synthesized route.

Table 1: Classification of Attacks.

Attacks before synthesis Modifications to the sequencing
graph

Insert extra operations Insert extra nodes

Delete operations Delete nodes

Alter operations Replace nodes

Attacks during synthesis Possible Modifications
Violate fluidic-distance design rule [13,

17, 19]

Insert extra merge and split steps

Attacks after synthesis Modifications to the sequential
graph

Overlap droplet routes Insert extra merge and split steps

Replace input droplets of operations Redirect input edges of nodes

4 ENSURING SECURITY BY
RECONSTRUCTING THE SEQUENCING
GRAPH

As a countermeasure to the threats described in Section 3, we pro-

pose a security mechanism based on the reconstruction of the se-

quencing graph from real-time sensor data (i.e., the droplet-location

maps). The reconstructed graph is compared against the golden

sequencing graph, and any deviation is flagged as an error.

Recall that the droplet-location maps are generated cycle-by-

cycle according to the MEDA biochip design. As a result, the ex-

ploitation of these sensor data introduces negligible overhead. Since

each droplet-location map provides information of on-chip droplets

at a certain time, we claim that the overall operations of a given

assay can be reconstructed using the consecutive droplet-location

maps.

3



Input: A droplet-location map lmt , the row length l
Output: A list of footprints F Ps
1: F Ps = {}

2: initial empty adjacency graph GA
3: for a component bi in lmt do
4: if (bi = 1) then Add node ei to GA end if
5: end for
6: for a pair of nodes ei and ej in GA do
7: if ( |i − j | = 1 or |i − j | = l ) then
8: Add an edge between ei and ej
9: end if
10: end for
11: for a connected component дc in GA do
12: f p = {ei |ei is a node of the component дc }
13: Add f p to F Ps
14: end for
15: return F Ps

Figure 4: Pseudocode for deriving footprints from a droplet-
location map.

To establish the above claim, we present a theorem—we lead

up to it step-by-step using lemmas. These lemmas reveal the one-

to-one mapping between fluidic operations and consecutive (i.e.,

in adjacent clock cycles) droplet-location maps. The recognized

operations can be used to reconstruct a sequencing graph that is

isomorphic to the "golden" sequencing graph when there is no

attack. The proofs of the lemmas and the theorem are presented in

the appendix A. We first describe how each droplet-location map

can be interpreted and we introduce the notation that will be used

later.

4.1 Interpretation of Droplet-Location Maps
Our goal is to identify locations of droplets at any time step (clock

cycle) from the scanned-out droplet-location map. Let the scanned

out droplet-location map at time t be denoted by the vector lmt .

The length of this vector is the number of micro-electrodes on the

platform. A component bi ∈ {0, 1} of lmt indicates whether the

micro-electrode ei is under a droplet at time t , where ei is the ith
micro-electrode on the platform. To represent the locations of all

droplets in a compactmanner, a droplet-locationmap is transformed

to an undirected graph called the adjacency graph GA = (VA,EA).
Node that VA = {ei |bi = 1, ∀i}. For any given x ,y ∈ VA, (x ,y) ∈
EA if x and y are physically adjacent on the MEDA platform. Let

the number of micro-electrodes in a row be l . Two micro-electrodes

ei and ej are physically adjacent if either |i − j | = 1 or |i − j | = l . A
connected component in GA indicates a droplet’s location, i.e., the

droplet resides over these micro-electrodes in this component. We

define the set of nodes of a connected component as a footprint; this
represents a droplet’s location. If a droplet dx exists on the platform

at time t , the set of nodes corresponding to this droplet’s position

is denoted by f pxt . The procedure for computing a droplet-location

map is shown in Fig. 4.

Example: Fig. 5 shows two visualized droplet-location maps that

are scanned out from aMEDA biochip at time t−1 and time t , respec-
tively. A droplet-location map lmt−1 = (b1, ...,b50) can be obtained

at time t−1, where only b12, b13, b18, b19, b22, b23, b28, and b29

are equal to 1; the other elements of this vector are 0. The ad-

jacency graph obtained from the droplet-location map lmt−1 is

shown in Fig. 6. Nodes in this graph represent the micro-electrodes

e12, e13, e18, e19, e22, e23, e28, and e29, and edges between nodes
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Figure 5: Droplets on the MEDA platform and the visualized
droplet-location maps over two consecutive time slots.

indicate adjacency in the micro-electrode array. The two connected

components indicate the locations of two droplets at time t−1. Con-

sequently, two footprints f pxt−1
and f p

y
t−1

are obtained, where

f pxt−1
= {e12, e13, e22, e23} and f p

y
t−1
= {e18, e19, e28, e29}.

4.2 Recognition of Fluidic Operations
Using the droplet-location maps for two consecutive time slots that

are derived from the MEDA platform, we are able to recognize

the droplet operations. In the example of Fig. 5, two droplets are

on the chip at times t−1 and t . Let the left droplet be dx and the

right droplet be dy , and suppose dx is moved downward at time t .
Using the two droplet-location maps lmt−1 and lmt , four footprints

are obtained, i.e., as f pxt−1
, f p

y
t−1

, f pxt , and f p
y
t , where f pxt−1

=

{e12, e13, e22, e23}, f p
y
t−1
= {e18, e19, e28, e29}, f p

x
t = {e22, e23, e32, e33},

and f p
y
t = {e18, e19, e28, e29}. By comparing the footprints at time

t−1 and the footprints at time t , we find that f pxt−1
∩ f pxt , ∅

and that f p
y
t−1

∩ f p
y
t , ∅. Moreover, the overlapping footprints

have the same number of electrodes, i.e., | f pxt−1
| = | f pxt | and

| f p
y
t−1

| = | f p
y
t |. This example shows that the transportation of any

droplet can be inferred by examining its footprints.

Lemma 1. A droplet dx is transported on the MEDA platform
between time slots t−1 and t if and only if f pxt−1

∩ f pxt , ∅ and
| f pxt−1

| = | f pxt |.

Furthermore, all basic fluidic operations can be inferred by ex-

amining two consecutive droplet-location maps.

Lemma 2. A dropletdx is dispensed on theMEDA platform between
time slots t−1 and t if and only if f pxt , ∅ and f pxt−1

= ∅.

Lemma 3. A droplet dx is discarded from the MEDA platform
between time slots t−1 and t if and only if f pxt−1

, ∅ and f pxt = ∅.

The above operations are related to only one droplet. Other

droplet operations on MEDA biochips include two droplets, e.g.,

merging and splitting.

!"# !"$

!## !#$

!"% !"&

!#% !#&

Figure 6: The adjacency graph at time t-1 for the scenario
shown in Fig. 5.
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Lemma 4. A droplet dx is split from a larger droplet dy on the
MEDA platform between time slots t−1 and t if and only if f pxt , ∅,
f p

y
t−1
, ∅, f pxt ∩ f p

y
t−1
, ∅, and | f pxt | < | f p

y
t−1

|.

Lemma 5. A droplet dx is obtained as a result of merging two
droplets dy and dz on the MEDA platform between time slots t−1 and
t if and only if f pxt , ∅, f pyt−1

, ∅, f pzt−1
, ∅, f pxt ∩ f p

y
t−1
, ∅,

f pxt ∩ f pzt−1
, ∅, and | f pxt | = | f p

y
t−1

| + | f pzt−1
|.

We assume that droplets remaining on the platform until the end

of assay execution are used for detection. The detection operation

is therefore recognized by the following lemma.

Lemma 6. A droplet dx is detected on the MEDA platform at time
T (end of the assay) if and only if f pxT , ∅.

Using the above lemmas, all the basic fluidic operations can be

automatically inferred using location maps.

To increase the strength of the proposed defense, we also ex-

plicitly identify the type of reagent used in a dispensing operation.

This can be accomplished by identifying the location of the dis-

pensing port. Reagents are stored in separate reservoirs outside the

MEDA platform, and they are dispensed through various channels

to different locations on the platform to avoid contamination. A

dispensing operation can be recognized by the footprint. Let the set

of micro-electrodes where reagent A is dispensed on the platform

be EA. If a dispensing operation is recognized by Lemma 2 with a

footprint f pxt , and f pxt ∩ EA , ∅, the dispensing operation must

involve reagentA. Likewise, a splitting operation can also be specif-

ically identified by the proposed method. Unlike a conventional

DMFB that supports only a 1:1 splitting operation, a MEDA biochip

enables unbalanced splitting operations, e.g., the 1:2 ratio. The pro-

posed defense records the splitting ratio by determining the sizes of

the resulting droplets. These details about the executed operations

enable us to detect any deviations from the original assay.

4.3 Sequencing-Graph Construction
Since the droplet-locationmaps for an assay are obtained for consec-

utive time slots, the operations inferred from them are contiguous

as well in time, i.e., each operation is related to a specifically identi-

fied previous operation and/or a similarly identified operation. Let

the last droplet-location map of any assay execution be lmT . The

following lemma states that the droplet-location maps can be used

to reconstruct the sequencing graph for an assay.

Lemma 7. The sequencing graph can be reconstructed from a com-
plete sequence of droplet-location maps from the start to the end of
the assay, i.e., (lm1, lm2, ..., lmT ).

If we denote fluidic operations as nodes and add edges between

consecutive operations, a graph is generated with the dispensing,

discarding, transporting, merging, and splitting operations. How-

ever, the golden sequencing graph does not include transportation

operations because the specific droplet transportation paths do

not affect the outcome of the assay (as long as the steps of the

biochemical protocol are correctly followed). As a result, nodes

corresponding to droplet transportation operations are omitted,

and their parent nodes and child nodes are connected by edges

inserted in a post-processing step. This step leads to a graph Gr e ,

which we refer to as the reconstructed graph.

Given: Golden sequencing graph !"#
Complete location map [%&', … , %&*]

Map location maps to 
footprints

[,-.', … , ,-.*]

/ ≤ 1?

Initialize reconstructed graph !34
/ ≔ 1

Recognize operations 
across ,-." and ,-."7'

as [8', … , 8#]

Add operations [8', … , 8#] to !34
Link dependent operations

/ ≔ / + 1

Omit transportation 
operations from !34

Is !34
isomorphic to !"#?

No alarm

Attack 
detected

yes

no

yes

no

Figure 7: Control flow corresponding to the proposed de-
fense.

If all operations from the given sequencing graph Gin are syn-

thesized correctly on MEDA and not compromised by an attack,

we can prove that Gr e is isomorphic to Gin .

Theorem 1. If a sequencing graphGin is synthesized on a MEDA
biochip and the biochip is not compromised by an attack, the se-
quencing graph Gr e reconstructed from the droplet-location maps is
isomorphic to Gin . If an attack compromises one or more operations,
Gr e is no longer isomorphic to Gin .

4.4 Detection of Attacks
Theorem 1 shows that attacks can be detected if Gr e is not isomor-

phic to Gin . Although the problem of checking for graph isomor-

phism is NP-complete [10], we are able to use it here because both

Gr e and Gin are relatively small in size. Recall the example in Fig.

2, where the contamination attack introduced two extra operations

in Gr e (Fig. 3). In this case, the number of nodes is different in Gr e
compared to Gin . Therefore, we can distinguish between the two

graphs in linear time in this case by simply counting the number of

nodes in the two graphs. The overall control flow of the proposed

defense is shown in Fig. 7.

Note that the actuation patterns cannot be used to secure the

execution of bioassays. Unlike sensor data, there is no one-to-one

mapping between the synthesis result and the golden sequencing

graph. For example, to transport a droplet on the biochip, several

sequences of actuation can be applied. Besides, the actuation pat-

terns for a droplet may not be consecutive in the cycle-by-cycle

sense. When a droplet waits on the biochip for later operations, no

actuation pattern is applied to this droplet.

5 SIMULATION RESULTS
We simulated two real-life assays and different attacks on a state-

of-art MEDA platform with 60× 30 micro-electrodes [15] to demon-

strate the effectiveness of the proposed defense. The assays are

synthesized using methods described in [17], and location maps

are generated by simulating assay execution.
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Figure 8: The swapping-reagent attack; S1, S2, R1, and R2 rep-
resent plasma, serum, glucose oxidase, and lactate oxidase,
respectively; the nodes Ii , Mi , Di , and Si represent dispens-
ing, merging, detecting, and splitting operations, respec-
tively. (a) The golden graph. (b) The reconstructed graph.

5.1 Lactate, glucose, and pyruvate in-vitro test
We first study attacks on multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics of serum

and plasma [19]. Glucose and lactate measurements are carried

out in this procedure by mixing the samples from the patient, the

glucose reagent, and the lactate reagent. The golden sequencing

graph that represents the bioassay is shown in Fig. 8(a). Two attacks

are inserted in the synthesis phase to tamper with the results: 1)

reduce the distance constraint between droplets in order to cause

contamination; 2) swap input droplets before mixing procedures.

5.1.1 Attack 1: This attack was introduced in Fig. 2; the minimum

space constraint between glucose and lactate reagents is violated,

and the paths of these droplets are maliciously routed to be too

close. Thus, two droplets come in contact when they are transported

to the corresponding mixers. The contaminated droplets cause the

final detection results to be incorrect. Recall that the erroneous

results may mislead prescription and jeopardize one’s health. Our

analysis method reconstructs the sequencing graphGr e ; it contains

extra operations (Fig. 3). The defense mechanism therefore provides

an alarm because Gin is not isomorphic to Gr e .

5.1.2 Attack 2: This attack stealthily swaps one of the dispense

reagent with another for the mixing operation; hence, the detection

outcome is compromised. Similar to Attack 1, the compromised

detectionmay end upwith disastrous consequences. Note that when

the multiplexed in-vitro assay is executed on biochips, operations

are executed in parallel to shorten the overall execution time. This

attack is thus hard to detect because there are numerous on-chip

droplets. The proposed method reconstructs the graph shown in

Fig. 8. The defense procedure detects the attack; the analysis reveals

that the reagent is different from that for Gin .

5.2 Glucose Test
We next demonstrate two other attacks on the glucose test assay.

According to the 2017 National Diabetes Statistics Report from Cen-

ters for Diseases Control (CDC), 30.3 million people have diabetes

in the United States [3]. Patients with diabetes must regularly mon-

itor their blood-sugar level through glucose tests so as to inject the

appropriate amount of insulin. If the test result is maliciously tam-

pered to result in a higher glucose reading, higher doses of insulin

will be injected, leading to hypoglycemia. On the other hand, if the

test result is altered to result in a lower glucose level, less insulin

will be injected, resulting in hyperglycemia.

To test the concentration of the glucose level in a patient’s sample,

serial dilution is used to generate the calibration curve [6]; see the

blue solid line in Fig. 10. Given any sample, its glucose concentration

is measured by comparing the absorbent reaction to the calibration

curve. For example, if the absorbent-reaction rate of a sample is

measured as 0.001, the concentration of this sample is interpolated

as 100 mg/dL.

The golden sequencing graph of a glucose assay is shown in

Fig. 9(a), where Chain 1 and Chain 2 are used for generating a

series of different concentrations. These known concentrations

are used to plot the calibration curve. In this example, a golden

glucose solution with concentration of 600 mg/dL is diluted to get

the series of calibrated concentrations. The diluted concentrations

are 600 mg/dL, 300 mg/dL, 150 mg/dL, 75 mg/dL, and 0 mg/dL.

These concentrations with their absorbent rates are measured to

draw the golden calibration curve. The sample in Chain 3 is tested

to get the absorbent reaction rate, and by interpolating with the

golden curve, the concentration of the sample is determined as 94

mg/dL. We next consider two possible attacks on the assay: 1) alter

the calibration curve on Chain 2; 2) tamper the concentration for

Chain 3 with a waste droplet.

5.2.1 Attack 1: This attack changes the volume ratio of first split

in Chain 2, and the concentrations of the child nodes are therefore

changed accordingly; see Fig. 9(b). If the attack succeeds without

being detected, the calibration curve is also altered, which is plot-

ted as a red dot line in Fig. 10. The glucose concentration of the

sample is mistakenly interpreted as 225 mg/dL, and the outcome for

the patient may be hypoglycemia because of the insulin overdose.

Fortunately, the proposed defense can easily detect this attack. The

reconstructed graph is shown in Fig. 9(b), where the compromised

splitting operation is doubly circled in red. The defense mechanism

identifies the difference betweenGr e andGin because the splitting

ratios are specifically identified.

5.2.2 Attack 2: This stealthy attack uses a waste droplet in Chain

2 as the detection droplet, and then discards the valuable sample in

Chain 3 as a waste droplet. The reconstructed graph is shown in Fig.

9(c), where the two swapped operations are doubly circled in red. In

this case, the glucose level is severely underestimated. As a result,

the patient remains in hyperglycemia, which may lead to headache,

fatigue, blurred vision, or even diabetic coma. However, such an

undesirable consequence can be avoided because the proposed

defense is able to detect the attack by comparing Gr e with Gin .

6 CONCLUSION
We have presented a lightweight, but effective, security solution for

MEDA biochips. This approach can detect malicious attacks in the

MEDA platform. We have shown that the provably secure assay

execution can be guaranteed using this solution. Simulation results

for two real-life assays demonstrate the effectiveness of this solution

for thwarting attacks and preventing harmful consequences.
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Figure 9: The golden glucose test assay and two malicious attacks. B, GS, and S are buffer, glucose solution and sample, re-
spectively; the nodes Ii ,Mi , Di ,Wi and Si correspond to dispensing, merging, detection, the discarding of a waste droplet, and
splitting operations, respectively. (a) The graphs for Chain 1 and Chain 2 are used for generating the calibration curve, and
the concentration of the sample in Chain 3 is tested and interpolated with the calibration curve. (b) An attack is stealthily
introduced in the second splitting operation. The splitting ratio is changed from 1 : 1 to 2 : 1. (c) An attack is inserted during
high-level synthesis; the outcome droplet of Chain 3 is discarded and the waste droplet in Chain 2 is transported for detection.
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A APPENDIX
We present proofs for the lemmas and theorems stated in the paper.

To help readers better understand the proofs, we list our notation

in Table 2.

Table 2: Notation used for the proofs.

Symbols Description
Gin Input sequencing graph

Gr e Reconstructed sequencing graph

ni i th node in sequencing graph

Ii i th dispensing operation in sequencing graph

Si i th splitting operation in sequencing graph

Mi i th merging operation in sequencing graph

Wi i th waste-droplet discarding operation in

sequencing graph

Di i th detection for droplets in sequencing graph

lmt Location map as a Boolean-value vector

generated at time t
t Time scale in range 0 < t ≤ T , t ∈ N
T End time of assay execution, T ∈ N
dx A droplet x on a given MEDA biochip

f pxt Set of electrodes that represents the location of a droplet dx at time

t
U Universal set of all the micro-electrodes in the MEDA platform
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Lemma A.1: If a droplet dx exists on the chip at time slots t−1 and

t , f pxt ∩ f p
y
t−1
= ∅ for any other droplet dy .

Proof. Let the footprint of droplet dx at time t−1 be f pxt−1
, and

the droplet closest to dx at time t − 1 be dy . Due to the need for a

safe distance between droplets [17], the minimal distance between

f pxt−1
and f p

y
t−1

is four micro-electrodes. For f pxt and f p
y
t−1

to

overlap, the droplet dx has to move pass through at least four

micro-electrode in a single cycle. According to [15], the length of

one actuation cycle is 110 ms, and the length of one micro-electrode

is 37 µm. This implies that dx must move at a velocity of at least

(4 × 37)/110 = 1.35 mm/s. This velocity is well above the upper

limit 1 mm/s [17]. Therefore, a droplet cannot overlap with other

droplet’s footprint from the previous cycle. □

Lemma A.2: A droplet dx exists on a MEDA biochip at times t−1

and t if and only if f pxt , ∅, f pxt−1
, ∅, and f pxt ∩ f pxt−1

, ∅.

Proof. (⇒) Suppose a dropletdx exists at t−1 and t . Thus f pxt ,
∅ and f pxt−1

, ∅.The proof of f pxt ∩ f pxt−1
, ∅ is obvious from that

fact that a droplet must overlap adjacent micro-electrodes to ensure

movement. Next we prove the "if" part. A non-empty footprint

f pxt−1
indicates that a droplet dx exists at time t−1. Likewise, a

non-empty f pxt indicates that a droplet dx exists at time t . Assume

that these two droplets are not the same, and let the droplet at

t−1 be dx̄ . Since f pxt ∩ f pxt−1
, ∅, dx must move to the previous

location of droplet dx̄ at time t . This contradicts Lemma A.1. Hence,

the two droplets dx and dx̄ are actually the same. □

Lemma 2 (restated): A dropletdx is dispensed on theMEDAplatform

between time slots t−1 and t if and only if f pxt , ∅ and f pxt−1
= ∅.

Proof. (⇒) The droplet dx does not appear on the platform

until time t . As a result, the footprints of dx before time t−1 are

empty sets, and the footprints of droplet dx after time t are not
empty set.

(⇐) From Lemma A.2 we know if f pxt−1
or f pxt is an empty set,

dx must not exists at both t − 1 and t . We also know that f pxt , ∅

indicates that dx exists on the platform at time t . Thus dx must not

exist on the platform at time t−1. Hence, the droplet is dispensed

to the platform at time t . □

Lemma 3 (restated): A droplet dx is discarded from the MEDA plat-

form between time slots t−1 and t if and only if f pxt−1
, ∅ and

f pxt = ∅.

Proof. (⇒) The droplet dx exists on the platform until time t−1,

implying f pxt−1
, ∅ and f pxt = ∅.

(⇐) Based on Lemma A.2, we know if f pxt−1
or f pxt is an empty

set, dx must not exists at both t − 1 and t . Since f pxt−1
, ∅ indicates

that dx exists on the platform at time t−1, dx must not exist on

the platform at t . Hence, we conclude that dx is discarded to waste

reservoirs at t . □

Lemma 1 (restated): A droplet dx is transported on the MEDA plat-

form between time slots t−1 and t if and only if f pxt−1
∩ f pxt , ∅

and | f pxt−1
| = | f pxt |.

Proof. (⇒) Since dx exists at t−1 and t , f pxt−1
∩ f pxt , ∅ by

Lemma A.2. The volume of a droplet equals to the droplet’s bottom

area times the gap between upper and lower plates. Since the vol-

ume of dx and the gap between plates do not change over time, the

bottom area of dx remains the same, i.e., | f pxt | = | f pxt−1
|.

(⇐) By Lemma A.2, we know that these two footprints indicate the

same droplet dx . Besides, f p
x
t−1
, ∅ indicates the area where dx

locates at time t−1, and so does f pxt , ∅. As a result, the droplet is

transported at time t . □

Lemma 4 (restated): A droplet dx is split from a larger droplet dy
on the MEDA platform between time slots t−1 and t if and only if

f pxt , ∅, f p
y
t−1
, ∅, f pxt ∩ f p

y
t−1
, ∅, and | f pxt | < | f p

y
t−1

|.

Proof. (⇒) Assume that we divide the droplet dy into two

smaller droplets at time t−1, and let one of them be dx̄ , which
has the same volume of the droplet dx and f px̄t−1

∩ f pxt , ∅. Ac-

cording to Lemma 1, f px̄t−1
∩ f pxt , ∅ and | f px̄t−1

| = | f pxt |. We

also know that f px̄t−1
⊂ f p

y
t−1

because the droplet dx̄ is part of the

droplet dy . As a result, f p
x
t ∩ f p

y
t−1
, ∅ and | f p

y
t−1

| > | f pxt |.

(⇐) Let f px̄t−1
⊂ f p

y
t−1

, where f px̄t−1
∩ f pxt , ∅ and | f px̄t−1

| =

| f pxt |. From the Lemma 1, we can infer that a droplet dx is trans-

ported from area above f px̄t−1
to area above f pxt at time t . Since

f px̄t−1
⊂ f p

y
t−1

, the droplet dx was part of the droplet dy at time

t−1. Hence, dx is extracted from the droplet dy . □

Lemma 5 (restated): A droplet dx is obtained as a result of merging

two droplets dy and dz on the MEDA platform between time slots

t−1 and t if and only if f pxt , ∅, f p
y
t−1
, ∅, f pzt−1

, ∅, f pxt ∩

f p
y
t−1
, ∅, f pxt ∩ f pzt−1

, ∅, and | f pxt | = | f p
y
t−1

| + | f pzt−1
|.

Proof. (⇒) Because dx exisits at t , f pxt , ∅. The droplet dx can

be viewed as two droplets dȳ and dz̄ connecting together, where

the volume of dȳ equals to the volume of droplet dy and the volume

of dz̄ equals to the volume of droplet dz . These two droplets are

transported as dx and dy at t , respectively. According to Lemma 1,

f p
ȳ
t ∩ f p

y
t−1
, ∅, f pz̄t ∩ f pzt−1

, ∅, | f p
ȳ
t | = | f p

y
t−1

|, and | f pz̄t | =
| f pzt−1

|. Since droplets dȳ and dz̄ are two parts of the droplet dx ,

f pxt = f p
ȳ
t ∪ f pz̄t . Hence, f p

x
t ∩ f p

y
t−1
, ∅, f pxt ∩ f pzt−1

, ∅, and

| f pxt | = | f p
y
t−1

| + | f pzt−1
|.

(⇐) f pxt can be partitioned into two footprints f p
ȳ
t and f pz̄t , where

| f p
ȳ
t | = | f p

y
t−1

|, f pz̄t | = | f pzt−1
|, f p

ȳ
t ∩ f p

y
t−1
, ∅, and f pz̄t ∩

f pzt−1
, ∅. According to Lemma 1, the droplet dy is transported to

the area above f p
ȳ
t , and the droplet dz is transported to the area

above f pz̄t at time t . Since two footprints f p
ȳ
t and f pz̄t are subsets

of the footprint f pxt , two droplets dy and dz are actually two parts

of the droplet dx at time t , i.e., they merge as the droplet dx at time

t . □

Lemma 6 (restated): A droplet dx is detected on the MEDA platform

at time T (end of the assay) if and only if f pxT , ∅.

Proof. The proof is obvious from the assumption that on-chip

droplets at the end of the assay are for detection. □

Lemma 7 (restated): The sequencing graph can be reconstructed

from a complete sequence of droplet-location maps from the start

to the end of the assay, i.e., (lm1, lm2, ..., lmT ).
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Proof. Let f pxt be any footprint obtained at t , where 1 < t ≤
T , and f pxt ⊂ U . The operation of dx at t can be inferred from

f pxt−1
. Because location maps are consecutive, the dependencies

between the contiguous operations are also acquired. Hence, a se-

quencing graph can be reconstructed from the complete sequence of

location maps, andGr e can be obtained by omitting transportation

operations from this graph. □

Theorem 1 (restated): If a sequencing graph Gin is synthesized on a

MEDA biochip and the biochip is not compromised by an attack,

the sequencing graph Gr e reconstructed from the droplet-location

maps is isomorphic to Gin . If an attack compromises one or more

operations, Gr e is no longer isomorphic to Gin .

Proof. Let ni be ith node inGin where ni ∈ {Ii ,Di , Si ,Mi ,Wi }.

After the assay is synthesized on a MEDA biochip, there exists a

footprint f pit for operation ni at time t . The operation ni in Gr e
is reconstructed from f pit based on Lemma 7. Since node ni can
represent any operation in Gin , Gin and Gr e must be isomorphic.

Based on the attack classification in Table I from the paper, two

kinds of modification on Gin are 1) node change and 2) edge redi-

rection. In the first scenario, assume ni in Gin is compromised by

an attack, and ni is replaced with n̄i . After the assay is synthesized

on a MEDA biochip, there exists a footprint f pit for operation n̄i .

The operation n̄i is reconstructed inGr e from f pit based on Lemma

7. Since ni , n̄i , Gr e is not isomorphic to Gin . In the second sce-

nario, assume there is an edge from ni to nj inGin , and the edge is

redirected from nk to nj due to an attack. After the compromised

assay is synthesized on a MEDA biochip, there exists footprints

for operations of nk , nj , and transportation from nk to nj . These
operations are reconstructed in Gr e based on Lemma 7, and there

is an edge connecting nk to nj . Because the edge from nk to nj is
not the same as the edge from ni to nj , Gr e is not isomorphic to

Gin . □
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